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The fractional quantum Hall (FQH) effect is a family of strongly correlated topological systems in two-dimension, 

with exotic low lying charge excitations that are anyonic and even non-Abelian. Here we propose a unified 

framework in understanding the integer and fractional quantum Hall systems via Hilbert space truncation. This 

framework is closely related to the well-known microscopic pseudopotential and Jack polynomial formalism, and 

we show a more general method in constructing Hilbert spaces within multiple Landau level withs emergent 

conformal symmetry[1,2]. These conformal Hilbert spaces (CHS) have well-defined topological properties with 

anyons as "elementary particles". The hierarchical structure of the CHS allows us to reveal internal structures of 

anyons. I will also briefly discuss the emergence of multiple gravitons and the spin-statistics theorem of 

(deformable) anyons[3,4 ]. 
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